The DOS Research Centre aims to encourage a critical appreciation of the implications of digital technologies for work, organisation and society through interdisciplinary research leading to responsible impact.

**RESEARCH CLUSTERS**

**Digital Technology, Organisation and Work**
Digital connectivity at work; new meanings, forms and places of work and collaboration; virtual communities and virtual organisation; AI and work; digital labour in a platform economy

*Cluster Leads: Prof Niki Panteli and Prof Gillian Symon*

**Digital Economy and Innovation**
Digital innovation for a sustainable economy; business and social values of digital platforms; open innovation; big data and business intelligence; digital consumption; open development; digital public services

*Cluster Leads: Dr Tom Wainwright and Dr Philip Wu*

**Digital Inequality, Ethics and Cyberactivism**
Social inequality in digital societies; ICT4D; online social movements; digital privacy and surveillance; technology ethics; inclusive and responsible innovation; gender and intersectionality in the digital age

*Cluster Leads: Dr Stephanos Anastasiadis and Dr Yingqin Zheng*

The Centre also provides a forum for the exploration and integration of existing and emerging digital research methods.

**CONTACT**
Gillian Symon (gillian.symon@rhul.ac.uk)
Yingqin Zheng (yingqin.zheng@rhul.ac.uk)
🌐 [bit.ly/dosrhul](http://bit.ly/dosrhul) | 📩 @dosrhul
10 October 2018 | DOS/TIM Seminar: *Big Data Analytics Research for Sustainability*, Prof. Patrick Chau, University of Hong Kong

14 November 2018 | DOS Seminar: *Theorising Online Labour Markets as a Model for Organising Knowledge Work: Insights from a Comparative Case Study*, Dr. Greetje Corporaal, Oxford Internet Institute

6 March 2019 | DOS Distinguished Speaker Lecture: *The Digital Architecture of Time Management*, Prof. Judy Wajcman, Anthony Giddens Professor of Sociology, London School of Economics

9 May 2019 | DOS/TGN Seminar: *Digital Platforms and International Development*, Dr. Carla Bonina, Surrey Centre for the Digital Economy, University of Surrey

21 May 2019 | DOS One Day Event: *Platform Work in Global Contexts*, Speakers include researchers from RHUL, Oxford Internet Institute, Overseas Development Institute, University of Loughborough, and University of Leicester

14 June 2019 | BSA/DOS One Day Conference: *Surveillance in the 21st Century*, Keynotes: Prof. Deborah Lupton (University of Canberra) and Prof. Lizzie Coles-Kemp (Information and Security Group, RHUL). The event is organised by Amalina Zakariah (School of Management) and Courtney Hagen Ford (School of Law).

For more upcoming DOS events please go to [bit.ly/RHUL_SoMEvents](http://bit.ly/RHUL_SoMEvents).

---

**DOS PHD EVENTS**

The DOS Research Centre incorporates the *Friendly and Critical Support Space (FCSS)* which seeks to provide a supportive community for PhD students affiliated with the Centre.

*We welcome enquiries and collaboration from academics, industry, public sector and communication organisations working in this area.*

**DOS Research Centre**

**Co-directors**

Proff. Gillian Symon | Dr. Yingqin Zheng

**Strategic Leads**

Research Funding: Prof. Mark Lycett
External Engagement: Dr. G (Hari) Harindranath
Social Media (@dosrhul): Shyam Krishna
PhD Events (FCSS): Amalina Zakariah & Najmeh Hafezieh

**Upcoming Events**

🔗 [bit.ly/RHUL_SoMEvents] | 🐦 [@dosrhul]